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Death in the
line of duty...

A Summary of a NIOSH fire fighter fatality investigation

July 9, 2004

Volunteer Fire Police Captain Dies From Injury-Related
Complications After Being Struck By Motor Vehicle While Directing
Traffic - New Jersey
SUMMARY
of what to expect when approaching an
On February 23, 2003, law enforcement and fire
incident scene
department units were dispatched to a motor vehicle
incident (MVI) at a State Highway/Township road
intersection. Emergency personnel (fire fighters and • consider positioning flaggers on or near the
shoulder of the roadway upstream
fire police) were on the scene for approximately 30
(approaching traffic) from the incident
minutes when a vehicle struck the victim while he
scene
was directing traffic in a heavy fog. On-scene
personnel, trained as emergency medical technicians,
came to the aid of the victim. He was then transported Additionally,
to the trauma center of a local hospital for further
treatment. The victim was scheduled to be released • Incident management agencies (e.g.,
from the hospital on March 01, 2003, but was not
department of transportation) should
due to complications. The victim remained in the
consider disseminating traffic control and
road condition information to motorists
hospital until April 19, 2003, when he died as a result
utilizing local commercial and public radio
of complications from his injuries.
and television broadcasts
NIOSH investigators concluded that, to minimize the
risk of similar occurrences, fire departments should INTRODUCTION
On February 23, 2003, a 63-year-old male volunteer
• ensure that the placement of various types Fire Police Captain (the victim) was struck by a motor
of warning devices (portable signs, orange vehicle while directing traffic. The victim died as a
traffic cones, flares and/or portable result of complications from his injuries on April 19,
changeable message signs) informs drivers 2003. The National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health (NIOSH) was notified of this incident by

Location of incident

The Fire Fighter Fatality Investigation and Prevention
Program is conducted by the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH). The purpose of
the program is to determine factors that cause or contribute
to fire fighter deaths suffered in the line of duty.
Identification of causal and contributing factors enable
researchers and safety specialists to develop strategies for
preventing future similar incidents. The program does not
seek to determine fault or place blame on fire departments
or individual fire fighters. To request additional copies of
this report (specify the case number shown in the shield
above), other fatality investigation reports, or further
information, visit the Program Website at
www.cdc.gov/niosh/firehome.html
or call toll free 1-800-35-NIOSH
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the U.S. Fire Administration (USFA) on April 23,
2003. On May 14, 2003, two Safety and
Occupational Health Specialists from the NIOSH
Fire Fighter Fatality Investigation and Prevention
Program investigated the incident. A meeting was
conducted with the Director of Public Safety, the
Fire Chief, officers and the local International
Association of Fire Fighters (IAFF) union
representatives from the fire department involved in
this incident. Interviews were conducted with the
career and volunteer officers, fire fighters, police
officers and a civilian witness involved in this incident.
The victim’s personal protective equipment (a highvisibility retroreflective vest) was examined by the
NIOSH team. The incident site was visited by the
NIOSH investigators where measurements and
photographs of the scene were taken. The NIOSH
investigators reviewed copies of the dispatch run
sheet, dispatch radio transcriptions, fire department
standard operating guidelines (SOGs) for fire police
operations, the victim’s training records, witness
statements, police report, incident scene photos, and
death certificate.
Fire Department Involved in the Incident
The department involved in this incident is a public
safety department that consists of one fire division
with two fire stations with a total of 64 employees,
of which 53 are cross-trained as Fire Fighter Level I
& II. Additionally, 30 volunteer fire fighters and fire
police are on call for this department. The department
serves a population of approximately 27,000 in a
geographic area of about 42 square miles.
Training and Experience
The victim was a New Jersey State certified Fire
Police Officer for 20 years. The victim had also
received hazmat and first aid training.
Equipment and Personnel
Initial dispatch response included:
· Rescue 2518 (Driver and two fire fighters)
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· Engine 2511 (Driver, Lieutenant and two fire
fighters)
· DC25101 (Deputy Fire Chief – incident
commander [IC])
· Car 2585 (Emergency Medical Services
Captain)
· Five personally owned vehicles (POVs) (five fire
department members, including the victim)
· Three local law enforcement vehicles (three
patrol officers).
Additional units were dispatched to multiple motor
vehicle incidents (MVIs) prior to and during the time
of this incident; however, only those units directly
involved in the fatal event are discussed in the
investigation section of this report.
Weather and Road Conditions
The incident occurred in the middle of an intersection
on a paved two-lane (east and westbound) State
Highway measuring 45 feet 6 inches in width. There
are paved shoulders on both sides of the highway,
each measuring 10 feet 9 inches in width. The
intersection has traffic lights and a posted speed limit
of 50 mph. Witnesses stated that at the time of the
incident the road was wet and heavy fog limited
visibility to approximately 20 feet. Numerous
roadway emergency flares were placed by police
and emergency personnel down the center of the
State Highway in both directions. Additional flares
and traffic cones were placed in the intersection
where the victim was directing traffic.
INVESTIGATION
At 0833 hours, on February 23, 2003, law
enforcement and fire department units were
dispatched to a motor vehicle incident (MVI). While
en route to the MVI, law enforcement Unit 2522
encountered a separate MVI at the intersection of a
State Highway and Township Road. Additional fire
department and law enforcement personnel were
dispatched to this incident. Some of the units
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responding to the initial MVI, including the victim,
were diverted to the MVI at the intersection of the
State Highway and Township Road (Photo and
Diagram). Law enforcement Unit 2522 blocked the
southbound lane of the Township Road on the north
side of the intersection. The officer radioed Central
Dispatch and reported that they had a two vehicle
MVI with no injuries. Additional law enforcement
and fire department units began to arrive on the scene.
Fire Police personnel, including the victim, arrived
on the scene in their POVs. Rescue Unit 2518
parked in the westbound lane of the State Highway
on the north side of the intersection. Note: All
emergency vehicles on the scene had their
emergency lights on. Flares were positioned
approximately 220 feet in each direction (east and
west) down the center line of the State Highway.
Traffic cones and additional flares were placed in
the middle of the intersection in the area where the
victim and two other fire police officers were directing
traffic (Diagram). Note: The victim was wearing
a high-visibility retroreflective safety vest over a
sweat shirt. The victim carried a flashlight
equipped with a wand attachment utilized to direct
traffic.
While waiting for the two vehicles involved in the
initial MVI to be loaded onto a flatbed truck, a
second MVI, with injuries, occurred in the
westbound lane approaching the intersection. Law
enforcement and fire department personnel
proceeded toward the second MVI while the victim
continued to direct traffic in the intersection.
At approximately 0911 hours, the victim flagged over
a car (someone the victim knew) that was
approaching the intersection in the eastbound lane.
The driver of that car pulled off onto the shoulder,
approximately 5 feet short of the intersection, where
he parked and turned on his four-way flashers. A
few seconds later a vehicle traveling in the eastbound
lane approached the intersection. This driver later

reported to police that he came upon a vehicle parked
partially in the eastbound lane. He steered his vehicle
around the parked vehicle and back into his lane.
He then saw the victim and applied his brakes but
was unable to avoid hitting him. The victim, who
was facing the oncoming vehicle, saw the vehicle
approaching him. Note: The victim reported to
law enforcement that he did not see the car until
it was approximately 4-feet in front of him. He
then panicked and attempted to jump over the
car. He was struck by the car and thrown onto the
hood, striking the windshield before rolling off and
onto the roadway. Note: After the incident, the
driver of the vehicle that had struck the victim
reported to law enforcement that he had been
traveling at approximately 45 mph when he
entered the fog bank. He also stated that after
he had entered the fog bank he could see what he
believed to be red traffic reflectors to his left in
the center of the roadway (these were the
emergency flares placed in the roadway by police
and fire personnel).
On-scene personnel trained as emergency medical
technicians came to the aid of the victim who was
then transported to the trauma center of a local
hospital for further treatment. The emergency
medical technician’s report listed the victim’s injuries
which consisted of a fractured leg, elbow, shoulder,
and possible cardiac injuries. The victim was
scheduled to be released from the hospital on March
01, 2003, but was not released due to complications.
The victim remained in the hospital until April 19,
2003, when he died as a result of complications from
his injuries.
CAUSE OF DEATH
The death certificate listed the immediate cause of
death as severe pneumonia as a consequence of
complications due to a pedestrian motor vehicle
accident.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND DISCUSSION
Recommendation #1: Fire departments should
ensure that the placement of various types of
warning devices (portable signs, orange traffic
cones, flares and/or portable changeable
message signs) informs drivers of what to expect
when approaching an incident scene.1-4

mph (e.g., 50 mph speed limit multiplied by 8 would
equal 400 ft from the incident site to the placement
of the first warning device). Weather conditions,
curves and hills that limit visibility of the incident scene
require that the advance warning devices be placed
at an even greater distance. An incident occurring in
an intersection requires advance warning signs,
devices, and markings to be used on all cross streets,
Discussion: Part 6 of the November 2003 edition of as appropriate.
the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(MUTCD) includes Chapter 6I - Control of traffic Portable signs can be transported on an emergency
through traffic incident management areas. Chapter vehicle to the incident scene where they can be placed
6I defines a traffic incident management area as “an in a location that allows maximum visibility to
area of highway where temporary traffic controls are oncoming traffic. The manual on uniform traffic
imposed by authorized officials in response to a road control devices (MUTCD) states “where special
user incident, natural disaster, or special event. It emphasis is needed, signs may be placed on both
extends from the first warning sign or emergency the left and right sides of the roadway. Signs mounted
warning lights on a vehicle to the last temporary traffic on portable supports may be placed within the
control device or to a point where vehicles return to roadway itself. Signs may also be mounted on or
the original lane alignment and are clear of the traffic above barricades.”
incident.”
Flares and orange traffic cones may be used
Warning devices are a means by which emergency individually or together to provide advance warning.
personnel can convey information to motorists To enhance the visibility of the orange traffic cones,
approaching an incident scene, referred to as the flares may be placed next to them, where the glow
“advance warning area. ” The advance warning area from the burning flare would reflect off of and
may vary from a single sign or high-intensity rotating, illuminate the cone.
flashing, oscillating, or strobe lights on a vehicle to a
series of signs in advance of the incident scene. NFPA Portable changeable message signs can be used as
1500, section 8.4.27 requires that Department of temporary traffic control devices. The flexibility to
Transportation (DOT) approved warning devices display various messages allows the signs to be used
such as traffic cones, retroreflective signs stating in a wide variety of applications (e.g., at a crash or
“Emergency Scene” and illuminated warning devices for emergency incident management). The primary
such as highway flares and/or other appropriate purpose of portable changeable message signs is to
warning devices be used to warn oncoming traffic of advise the road user of unexpected situations. Some
the emergency operations. These warning devices typical applications may include: where the speed of
can be used independently or in tandem based upon vehicular traffic is expected to drop substantially;
the volume and speed of traffic, weather and road where crash or incident management is needed; or
conditions, and visibility of the incident scene by where changes in road user pattern occur.
approaching motorists. For rural highways, the
effective placement of the first warning device should At this incident, flares and traffic cones were used.
range from 8 to 12 times the posted speed limit in The flares were placed down the center of the
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highway for 220 feet in both directions and traffic
cones were placed in the vicinity of the personnel
directing traffic. The driver of the vehicle that had
struck the victim reported to law enforcement that
he had seen the emergency flares but thought they
were red traffic reflectors. No other traffic control
devices such as signs were used.

Discussion: Traffic reports on radio and television
stations have been a traditional means by which
motorists receive traffic information, including
incident-related warnings. Radio and television
stations receive the traffic information they use in their
reports from a variety of sources that may include
public transportation agencies or by simply monitoring
emergency (police and fire) radio frequencies. Public
Recommendation #2: Fire departments should agencies, radio, and television stations can
consider positioning flaggers on or near the communicate important incident-related information
shoulder of the roadway upstream (approaching to motorists, who will be more prepared and perhaps
traffic) from the incident scene.1, 5
able to avoid the incident scene.
Discussion: When establishing traffic control, flaggers REFERENCES
should be positioned on or near the shoulder of the 1. U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal
roadway while remaining within clear view of
Highway Administration [2003]. Part 6 –
approaching motorists. Flaggers should take into
Temporary traffic control of the manual on uniform
consideration possible escape routes from their
traffic control devices (MUTCD) 2003 edition.
operating position in the event that an approaching
Fredericksburg, VA: American Traffic Safety
motorist loses control of their vehicle. The flagger’s
Services Association.
position will be upstream at a distance (based on the
posted speed limit) that provides ample warning to 2. NIOSH [2001]. NIOSH Hazard ID: Traffic
approaching motorists of the incident scene.
Hazards to Fire Fighters While Working Along
Roadways. Cincinnati, OH: U.S. Department of
Recommended Minimum Distance of Flagger
Health and Human Services, Public Health
Upstream of Incident Scene
Service, Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, National Institute for Occupational
35 mph posted speed limit 250 feet
Safety and Health, DHHS (NIOSH) Publication
40 mph posted speed limit 305 feet
No. 2001-143.
55 mph posted speed limit 495 feet
65 mph posted speed limit 645 feet
3. Moore R [2003]. Vehicle rescue safety.
Respondersafety.com.
1
Source:U.S. Department of Transportation
[http://www.respondersafety.com/news/2004/
0623_VRSI.html]. Date accessed: June 29,
Additionally,
2004.
Recommendation #3: Incident management 4. NFPA [2002]. NFPA 1500: Standard on fire
agencies (e.g., department of transportation)
department occupational safety and health
should consider disseminating traffic control
program. Quincy, MA: National Fire Protection
and road condition information to motorists
Association.
utilizing local commercial and public radio and
television broadcasts.6
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5. Moore R [2004]. Safe parking – part 4: personal
jpodocs/rept_mis/@9201!.pdf. Date accessed
survival skills. Respondersafety.com. [http://
June 29, 2004.
www.respondersafety.com/news/2004/
0623_UESP.html]. Date accessed: June 29, INVESTIGATOR INFORMATION
2004.
This incident was investigated by Mark McFall and
Virginia Lutz, Safety and Occupational Health
6. U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Specialists, Fire Fighter Fatality Investigation and
Highway Administration [2000]. Traffic incident Prevention Program, Trauma Investigations Section,
management handbook. Prepared by PB Surveillance and Field Investigations Branch,
Farradyne. http://www.itsdocs.fhwa.dot.gov/ Division of Safety Research, NIOSH.
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Diagram. Aerial view of incident site
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